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NOTE ON A POINCARE MAP 
MICHAL FECKAN 
ABSTRACT. We construct a C"~ '-vector field, the flow of which gnerates a C-
perturbation of a given Cr-Poincare map. 
Recently M. Medved [1] has constructed a Cr~'-vector field, the flow of 
which generates a Cr-perturbation of a given C'-Poincare map. He has used a 
surjective mapping theorem, which is a corollary of the Nash —Moser implicit 
function theorem. We give in this paper a simple proof of this theorem using 
only the implicit function theorem. We study also a similar problem which 
solves the question whether a local mapping can be imbedded into a local flow. 
The first part 
We shall prove our main result (see Theorem 1.1) of this paper. Let X be a 
compact Cr-manifold, oo = r = 2. Let us denote the set of all C'-vector fields 
on X by P(X). We assume that v e rr(X) has a periodic orbit which passes 
through a point x0. By the small flow box lemma [2] there is an open neigh-
bouhood U of x0 and a C
r-diffeomorphism G: U -+ R'7 such that x0e U, 
G(x0) = 0 G R" and the vector field defined by v on G(U) has the form 
> d i 
x = —x = 1 
At 
/ = 0 
where* G R , |JC| = 2, y e R""
1, |y | = 2. 
We can suppose that for the sets V, = G_1({0} x V) and V2 = G
_1({1} x V) 
there is a quasi-Poincare map, where V is some open neighbourhood of 
O G R " - 1 . It means that there exists a mapping P: V2 -> V, such that 
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p(x) = <2>(/0, x) for each xe V2 and some t0e R with the property <£(/, x) <£ 
<£ V, for 0 ^ / < l0, where (P(l, x) is the flow for v. By P: V -• V we denote the 
representation of P in these new coordinates (x, >>). Since v has the above simple 
structure on G(U), we note that the mapping Pis a Poincare map [1] of v of our 
periodic orbit for the cross section V2 in the coordinates (1, y). Now we take a 
mapping h: R --> R such that 
1. / z e C x , h(0) = 0, h(\) = 1 
2. there exists d > 0 such that h'(t) = 0 for t < d or t > \ — d. 
It is clear that such a mapping exists. 
Let Wx, W2, W3, PV4 be open neighbourhoods of 0 e R" ~
 ] such that 
W4 cz H^ cz W3 cz ^ cz ^ cz Ŵ  cz Wx<- Wx<~ V, P(i^)cz W ,̂ P-'^cz V. 
Let us consider a C-mapping/: V-> V. I f / i s sufficiently C^small (i.e. | / | , 
|D/(.)| <U on V), then for each te R the mapping Qt(z) = z + h(t) -f(p-\z)\ 
Qt: Wx -> V is a diffeomorphism with the property Qt(Wx) cz PV2 and 
Q,(P(W4))cz ^ 3 . 
Let g be a Cx-function g: V -> <0, 1> such that 
g(x) = 0forx<£ I^2 
g(x) = 1 for xe W3. 
Then we define the mapping g: R x V —> V 
g(l, x) = A'(r) • g(x) - / ( P - ^ r 1 ^ ) ) for xeW2 
g(t,x) = 0 forx<£ IV2-
Using the mapping g we define the vector field vx as follows: 
vx = (1, g(x, y)) in the coordinates (x, y) e G(U) 
vx = v on X\ t/. 
Since g(x, y) = 0 on the boudary of G(U), vx is well defined. Note that there is 
the loss of the derivative of v, due to the transformation G, i.e. vxe n~ \X). We 
know that if x e W4, then Qt(P(x)) e W3 and, therefore, the function y (t) = 
= P(x) + h(t) -/(x), x(t) = t satisfies the equation 
x' = l ,y r =g(x, y) 
with the initial condition x(0) = 0, y(0) = P(x). 
Indeed, we obtain 
y'(t) = h'(t) . / (x) - g(U Qt(P(x)) = g(t, y(t)). 
On the other hand 
^(1) = P(x) + h(\) -f(x) = P(x) + / ( x ) , 
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for each xe W4. Since v, = v on X\ U and v, = (1, g(x9 y)) in the coordinates (x, 
y) e G (U)9 we see that the Poincare map of vx of our periodic orbit for the cross 
section G_1({1} x W4) cz V, in the coordinates (1, y) has the form 
x->P(x)+/(x). 
Thus we obtain the following 
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a Cr-manifold (oo = r = 2) arzd /ef v G r^X) be a 
Cr-vector field on X with a periodic orbit 9 and xe 6. Then we can define the 
Poincare map P: V -> V where V passes through x transversally to 6 [I]. If 
W cz W cz V/s a small neighbourhood of x in V, l/zerz l/zere ex/sls a C1-neighbour-
hood U of the mapping P in C( V, V) arcd a CQ-mapping S: U -+ Tr~x(X) such that 
if Px e U9 then PS(P JW = P]9 where PS(px) is the Poincare map of S(Px)for the 
cross section V. 
The second part 
Let H be a Hilbert space. We consider the set Mr9 oo = r = 1, 
Mr cz {(/ V)9fe C
r(V, / / ) , V is a connected open neighbourhood 
of0eH9f(0) = 0} 
such that ( / V) G Mr if and only if there exists an open set Vx, V cz V, and a 
Cr-mapping g: I x V, -> / / for I = ( — 2, 2) with the following property 
I f / = l,z' = g(y9 z)9 yel9 ze Vx 
y(0) = 09z(0) = xe V,
 K } 
then the solution z(.9 x) of the equation (2) satisfies 
z(\9x)=f(x). 
Hence Mr is the set of all mappings/: V -> / / , / G Cr, which can be imbedded 
into local flows, where V has the above properties. We shall give assumptions 
which guarantee that a mapping/: V -> H9fe C
r and/(0) = 0 belongs to Mr 
for some neighbourhood V cz H of 0. By the above small flow box lemma we 
can consider for a fixed (fiv)e Mr that the equation (2) has the formy y' = 1, 
z' = 0 on I x V. Thus using similar arguments as in the previous section we 
obtain the following 
Theorem 2.1. If (f9 V) e M
r
9 then (f-\-q9 W)e M
r~x for a small neighbourhood 
W of09 W cz W cz V and a C'-small mapping q e C
r(V, / / ) , #(0) = 0 (i.e. \q\9 
\Dq(.)\ <\onV). 
Furhter, by (2) we have 
Uxz'(t9 0) = Dzg(t9 z(t9 0))Dxz(t9 0) 
D ^ O , x) = ldenity. ^ 
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It is well known [3, p. 280] that Dvz(l, 0) is invertible for each / e ( — 2, 2) and 
moreover, Dvz(0, 0) = Identity, Dvz(l , 0) = Df(0). 
Reversely, let us consider a C30-mapping B: ( — 2, 2) -> !£(H, H) such that 
H(0) = Identity and b(t) e <£\H, H) = {A e g(H, / / ) , A-1 G <£(H, //)} for 
each te(-2, 2). Then the equation z'= A(t)z with the initial condition 
z(0) = z0 e H has the solution z(t) = B(t)z0, t e ( — 2, 2), provided that A(t) = 
= B'(t) • £ - , ( l ) . Hence (B ( l ) , h) G M00, and by Theorem 2.1 we obtain 
Theorem 2.2. Letfi. V -> H be a Cr-diffeomorphism (co = r = 2), w/lh proper-
ties 0 G V cz H,f(0) = 0 aftd V has the above properties. Then (f W) e Mr for 
some W cz V if and only tfDf(O) G Comp Identity, where Comp Identity is the 
arcwise connected component of Identity in <£](H, H). 
Let us assume that the mapping g e C* (see (2)) is defined on R x V] and 
1-periodic in y. Then by (3) we obtain that z(t + 1) = z(t, 0) and 
D:g(t + 1, z(t + 1, 0)) = D:g(t, z(t, 0)). 
Hence Dvz(l, 0) satisfies the equation (3) with the 1-periodic map D,g(t, z(t, 0)). 
Reversely, if a competent mapping (see (2)) off (f V) G Mx is defined on 
R x V, and 1-periodic in j>, then for a C'-small aG C°°(V, H), q(0) = 0 the 
competent mapping (see (2)) off+ q constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
is also 1-periodic in y. It follows from the fact that we used the implicit function 
theorem in the proof of Theorem 2.L Using similar arguments as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.2 we obtain 
Theorem 2.3. Let (f V) e Mx. If a competent mapping (see (2)) off is defined 
on R x V, and \-periodic in y, then Df(0) = z(l) , where z ( . ) is a fundamental 
solution of some linear differential equation z'(t) = A(t)z(t), AeC^, 
A(t + 1) = A(t). Reversely, if Df(0) has this property, then (f W)eMf for 
some W cz V and a competent mapping (see (2)) off is defined for each j e R and 
1 -periodic in y. 
Let us assume that 0 < dim H < oo. It is well known that 
Comp Identity = {Ae i£(H, H), det A > 0}. 
Hence by Theorem 2.2 we obtain 
Theorem 2.4. Let f: V -> R" be a Cr-mapping (oo = r = 2), where V is a 
neighbourhood of 0 andf(0) = 0. Then f can be imbedded into a local flow, i.e. (f 
W) G Mr for some W cz V if and only i /det D/(0) > 0. 
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